Modification of DNA damage in transcriptionally active vs. bulk chromatin.
Our previous experiments have demonstrated that regions of nuclear chromatin, containing transcriptionally active DNA sequences and associated with the nuclear matrix, are hypersensitive to the production of both single-strand breaks and DNA-protein cross-links upon gamma-irradiation of exponentially growing mammalian cells. In this study, we have irradiated Chinese hamster V79 cells in buffered saline with or without DMSO to scavenge hydroxyl radicals and in buffered salines of various tonicities to expand or condense chromatin. The yield of DNA-protein cross-links was assayed by a nitrocellulose filter binding technique and the DNA recovered from the cross-links hybridized to 125I-poly(A+)RNA to determine the relative frequency of transcriptionally active sequences in the cross-links compared to the bulk DNA. In all cases, the data show that active DNA is affected to a greater extent than bulk, primarily inactive DNA. The more extensive alteration of the level of ionizing radiation-induced damage in active DNA by the diffusible agents tested suggests that other agents, such as chemical sensitizers and protectors, which need to diffuse to the nuclear DNA, may also be acting primarily on active, matrix-associated DNA.